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Loop. is a place to see what brands and the people behind them
can do in a world of mindless consumption. To see if we can
fight for the Earth with hope and not hatred. To see humans

shoot for the most and the best, but also stay in progress with
the more and the better.

This is the place for these things. Loop. is a collective of the
better goods.
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Contact Us
Pocholo Espina, CEO, poch@sip.ph

Angela del Rosario, Co-founder, angela@sip.ph, +63 917 822 9338
 

Find us at Unit A, 313 Katipunan Avenue, Quezon City

Bulk Orders
Bulk Rates are available upon request unless otherwise stated. 

Discounts start at 5% with negotiable rates depending on the items ordered.
 

We also provide gifting options to save you the trouble of wrapping them yourself. 



Beauty & 
Personal Care

Body & Skin Care
Hair Care

Menstrual Care
Oral Care



Reusable Razor

We love it when going both old-school
and eco-friendly can look sleeker than
what we're used to. Our new razors
feel heavy and well-done in the hand -
elevating your shaving experience for
many years to come. 

Variants: Silver, Gunmetal Black, Rose Gold

SRP: Php 750

Body & Skin Care

All-Natural Deodorant

This deodorant is made with
arrowroot powder that delivers
maximum sweat absorption and
honeysuckle essential oil that
provides a mild scent suitable for
everyone.

Variants: 95g, 20g

SRP: Starts at Php 200
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Ecobar
Moisture Retention Face Bar

This bar is formulated with
hyaluronic acid, a naturally
occuring substance found in the
skin that can increase hydration. It
penetrates easily making the skin
more elastic and reduces fine
lines. Suitable for dry and
sensitive skin. 

80g

SRP: Php 210

Body & Skin Care

Foaming Hand Soap

Hand soap is an everyday essential
and staple in our restrooms, but what
we don't need is getting a new bottle
every time we have to restock on
liquid hand soaps. Our Foaming Hand
Soap set comes with a reusable 300
ml glass bottle, a foaming pump, and
six (6) dissolving soap tablets. 

Variants: Rose, Blue Ocean
Comes in Refill packs of 6 as well.

SRP: Php 449
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Body & Skin Care

Oler
Hydraluronic Acid

Offers Intense Moisture and Hydration
with the rejuvenating power of
Hyaluronic Acid, Witch Hazel and
certified pure essential oils of
Lavender and Tea Tree.

Available in 15, 30mL
Other variants: Vitamin C, Tea Tree Oil, 
Frankincense Oil 

SRP: Starts at Php 330

Made with the mildest, gentlest
coconut derived cleansing
ingredients and enriched with Aloe
Vera Extract and Witch Hazel
Hydrosol. Lightly fragranced.

Variants: 60ml, 160ml

SRP: Starts at Php 279

Oler
Aloe and Witch Hazel 
Facial Foam Wash
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Magwai
Reef-safe Sunscreen

MAGWAI is a locally produced
reef-safe sunscreen that was born
out of our love and respect for the
beauty of the coral reefs in the
Philippines. It is specially
formulated to protect the ocean,
as it protects us from the sun.

100ml

SRP: Php 599

Body & Skin Care

Why not reduce even daily non-plastic
waste? These washable cloth facial
rounds will help keep our face and
planet clean!

Comes in Sets of 10

Variants: White, Black, 2.5", 3.5"

SRP: Starts at Php 225

Rinse & Repeat
Cotton Facial Rounds
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Body & Skin Care

Oler
Hydraluronic Acid

Every Pout & Sprout plantable vegan
lip balm is made with 100% natural,
gluten-free, cruelty-free ingredients,
hand-poured into eco-friendly
cardboard tubes and infused with
seeds so they can be planted after use
to grow into herbs or veggies. 

Variants: Vanilla, Strawberry, Peppermint

SRP: Php 289

Rinse + Repeat's Repair Balm soothes
cracked, dry hands and feet, cuticles,
tattoos and lips. Comes in a handy
dandy paper tube for on-the-go
application. 

10g

SRP: Php 200

Rinse & Repeat
Multi-purpose Repair Balm
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Body & Skin Care

Make that sustainable swap with these
reusable swabs! The tips are made of
medical-grade silicone to effectively
clean almost anything you use cotton
swabs for - makeup, medicine,
electronics. Use with caution for ears.

Variants: Red, Yellow, Blue, Teal, Gray

SRP: Php 295

Matenara
Reusable Swabs
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Rinse & Repeat
Shampoo Bar

Ecobar
Shampoo Bar

A gentle SLS-free foaming shampoo
bar that cleanses hair and scalp
without leaving it dry. Removes build
up, adds bounce, rinses clean. Ditch
your store-bought plastic bottles
while keeping your tresses healthy
and soft with natural oils and
butters. 

Affordable and made out of plant-based
chemicals. Good for about 60 washes. 

75g

Variants: Sunny Day, Mint, Grapefruit,
Bamboo, Purify

SRP: Php 265

65g

Variants: Hydrate, Thickening, Dandruff
Control

SRP: Php 200

Hair Care
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Rinse & Repeat
Conditioner Bar

Ecobar
Conditioner Bar

Handcrafted conditioner bars are
made with locally-sourced cocoa
butter and shea butter that leave hair
nourished and bouncy. Scented with
beneficial essential oils and phthalate-
free fragrance oils with added silk
proteins to strengthen hair. 
 

This nourishing bar is infused with
natural oils and plant extracts rich
in vitamins and proteins that
instantly repair dry and damaged
hair. This silicone free and vitamin
rich formula replenishes,
detangles and restores luster
without creating build up.

70g

Variants: Lavender, Mint

SRP: Php 265

65g

Variants: Repair and Nourish, Color 
Preserve

SRP: Php 230

Hair Care
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Rinse & Repeat
Conditioner Bar
MAGWAI Conditioner Blend is the
country's first bar-to-liquid conditioner
that keeps your hair silky smooth and
the ocean plastic-free. 30 grams can
make 500 ml worth of thick
conditioner. It delivers on the plastic-
free promise while providing the
creamy conditioner texture that you
love and are familiar with.

75g

SRP: Php 299

Hair Care
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Menstrual Cup

Menstrual Disc

 The Loop. Menstrual Cup was made
to provide you with a fuss-free
period, while also reducing the
amount of disposable sanitary
products such as napkins and
tampons that end up in landfill. 

While menstrual discs are a relatively
new period product in the market, as
compared to menstrual cups, they can
be just as effective or even be the one
most suited for your body or your
lifestyle. 

Variants:
Color: White, Black
Size: Small, Large

SRP:  Php 750

Certifications: FDA Medical-Grade

Variants:
Color: White, Black
Size: Small, Large

SRP: Php 1000

Certifications: FDA Medical-Grade

Menstrual Care
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A single Sinaya Cup can be used
throughout your menstrual cycles for
two years, diverting hundreds of
non-biodegradable toxic plastic
napkin wastes from our landfills and
environment. You also don't have to
worry, this cup is ideal for use in land
and water activities.

A new way to take care of the skin and
intimate area is to incorporate prebiotics
in our daily routine. Prebiotics is a series
of glucose units and oligosaccharide that
is obtained from fermentation of plant
substrates. These plant substrates feed
the friendly microorganisms on our skin
and stimulate the production of
antimicrobial peptides, thus increasing
the immunity against harmful bacteria.

Variants: 
Small (43mm diameter, 18mL capacity)
Large (46mm diameter, 23mL capacity)

SRP: Php 1199

65g

SRP: Php 110

Sinaya Cup
Menstrual Cup

Menstrual Care

Ecobar
Feminine Bar
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This new generation of pads delivers
healthy leak protection and comfort
for all your activities - from downward
dog to drinks for two. 

Material: 100% organic GOTS certified
cotton, corn polylactic acid (PLA)
individual wrapper & back sheet film,
wood fluff pulp Japanese Sumitomo
super absorbent polymer, food grade

Nala Tampons are made without
harmful chemicals and designed with a
superabsorbent core, surrounded by a
special cotton safety layer, which
prevents the fibers from remaining
inside your body. The hypoallergenic
and clinically-tested GOTS certified
organic cotton used helps prevent the
risk of irritations, itching, and allergies. 

Each individual tampon comes with a
cardboard applicator that we designed
with a soft, rounded tip for easy
insertion and a smooth glide.  

Variants: Day Pad, Night Pads, Pantyliners

SRP: Starts at Php 209

SRP: Php 424

Nala
Tampons

Nala
Organic Pads

Menstrual Care
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Keep another piece of plastic out of
our oceans with this bamboo
toothbrush. Each toothbrush can last
up to 3 months depending on use.
The toothbrush is compostable,
except for the bristles

Keep your toothbrush clean with a
reusable silicone cap. Easy to clean and
made out of food-grade silicone

Variants: White, Black, Natural

SRP: Php 120

Variants: White, Teal, Yellow, Pink, Fuchsia
Periwinkle

SRP: Php 50

Bamboo Toothbrush

Oral Care

Silicone Toothbrush Cap
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Bamboo Charcoal Floss

Vegan, Sulfate-free, Low-impact,
No artificial flavouring, No baking
soda, Cruelty-free, Refills
available, Natural and
Sustainable.

Bite one tab and brush normally with
a damp toothbrush. Rinse and do not
swallow.

A 50-meter bamboo charcoal floss to
replace your traditional nylon floss.
Plant-based and good for your teeth!

100pcs per pack. Containers also available

SRP: Php 195

SRP: Php 199

Kintab
Toothtabs

Oral Care
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Fashion and
Accessories



Cork Yoga Block

This effective tool to help you make
the most out of your yoga practice is
now made of natural cork material. 
Feel secure in using this standard-size
yoga block. It has some weight to it so
you don't have to worry about it's
sturdiness. 

SRP: Php 749

Cork Yoga Mat

The better yoga mat is here! If you're
looking for a durable and chemical-free
high-performance workout mat, this one
made of cork and natural rubber might
be the one for you.

SRP: Starts at Php 2299

Customizable for a fee
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Fili Case
Plant-based iPhone Case

Fili Case
Plant-based Airpods Case

Fili Case is the Philippines' first plant-
based case! You can make a positive
impact on the planet today by
switching to the #feelgood case with a
cause!

Fili Case, who offered the
Philippines' first plant-based
phone case, now has cases for
your well-loved Airpods. Dress
your tech stylishly while making a
positive impact on the planet by
switching to Fili's #feelgood case
with a cause!

Variants:
iPhone models above iPhone X

SRP: Php 1080

Variants:
Pro / 1/2
Lilac / Pink

SRP - Php 399
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Kostura
Linen Face Mask

This thoroughly researched +
thoughtfully designed linen face mask
from KOSTURA features a unique
concave shape for a pleasant and secure
fit. Its three-dimensional design protects
the mouth, nose, and chin area without
falling flat on your face

Variants: Beige, Navy, Black, Tan, Cream
Sage, Pastel Yellow, Salmon, Lavender,
Army, Burgundy, Red, Bright Yellow, 
Fuchsia, Lime Green

SRP: Php 150

Matenara
Plastic-free Hair ties

Plastic-free and non-synthetic. These
hair ties are so much better for the
environment! Each hair tie is made
with natural rubber and wrapped in
organic cotton. No more knots and
tangles!

Each set contains 10 hair ties.

Variants: Multicolor, Black

SRP: Php 75
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Home & Kitchen



Sip
Buddy Metal Straw Set

Sip
Bamboo Cutlery Set

Sip's bestselling set includes the best
of both worlds—a straw for soft drinks
and juices, and another one for shakes
and milk tea. Comes with the standard
brush and cleaning pouch. 

Made of sustainably produced
bamboo, this set contains several
bamboo utensils together with
our best-selling metal straws all
snuggled up in your canvas sip
burrito wrap. bring all your
reusables in one convenient
burrito!

Customizable for a fee
Individual components also available

Variants: Silver, Rose Gold, Black, Gold, 
Rainbow

SRP: Php 200
Bulk Rates: starts at Php 140

Customizable for a fee
Individual components also available

Variants: Silver, Rose Gold, Black, Gold, 
Rainbow

SRP: Php 550
Bulk Rates: starts at Php 385

Best Sellers
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Sip
500mL Insulated Tumbler

The Vostok™ is an insulated tumbler
built for those who need to hydrate and
lessen their single-use waste. It's
compact and easy to bring around. 
Can make your drink stay hot for 8
hours, cold for 12 hours, and ice cold for
16 hours

Customizable for a fee
Lids and accessories also available
Variants: Silver, Teal, Black

SRP: starts at Php 900
Bulk Rates: starts at Php 630

Sip
1L Insulated Tumbler

The Soyuz™ is a 1 liter insulated
tumbler built for those who want even
more capacity to hydrate and lessen
their refill frequency. This also has a
wide-mouth to make putting ice
easier. 
It can make your drink stay hot for 8
hours, ice cold for 12 hours, and cold
for 16 hours.  

Customizable for a fee
Lids and accessories also available
Variants: White, Lavender, Black

SRP: starts at Php 1000
Bulk Rates: starts at Php 700

Best Sellers
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Sip
Churro Mini Cutlery Set

Sip 
Rookie Metal Straw Set

A classic everyday utensil companion,
the Churro™ is a light and simple set
to ensure you never have to use a
single-use plastic spoon or fork ever
again. 

Comes with a 9" long reusable Sip™
pouch, 1 bamboo spook and 1
bamboo fork, measuring 160cm each. 

Simple as can be, with a little style,
this set is for folks who like to drink
soft drinks and juices. Comes with a
single straw (6mm), cleaning brush
and canvas pouch

Customizable for a fee
Individual components also available

SRP: Php 180
Bulk Rates: starts at Php 126

Customizable for a fee
Individual components also available

Variants: Silver, Rose Gold, Black, Gold, 
Rainbow

SRP: Php 120
Bulk Rates: starts at Php 96

Best Sellers
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Full Circle
Naturally-derived Dishwashing
Liquid

Full Circle
Alcohol-free Sanitizer

Full Circle Dishwashing Liquid is made
of naturally-derived cleaning agents
that put the hurt on grease while
being kind on the planet. No dyes, no
fragrances, no phosphates that clog
up waterways.

For moms with babies, easily sanitize
table-side as you change nappies or
feed. Makes a great addition to
workspaces, kitchens and
bathrooms too! 

Variants: 250ml, 500ml

SRP: starts at Php 88

Variants: 50ml, 500ml

SRP: starts at Php 99

Cleaning
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Full Circle
BioArmor Protect

Bio-Armor PhotoActive Protect has a
self-cleaning capability and improves the
air quality of your home with: A natural
mineral that is energized by light to
release anions that aid in breaking down
non-particulate pollutants and odor in
the air, producing water and carbon
dioxide as by-products; An antimicrobial
surface barrier that forms a bed of
spikes that rupture microbes like
balloons on contact.

250ml

SRP: Php 975

Full Circle
All Purpose Cleaner with Lemon
Scent

Punch out dirt with Green Power!
Grease and grime are no match
against the power of nature. Using the
latest technology from the US, this
multi-surface cleaner is blended with
dirt buster extracted from vegetable
oil. Non-toxic, contains no bleach and
does not release toxic fumes. Just the
zesty fresh scent of lemon.

500ml

SRP: Php 250

Cleaning
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Sip
Garbage Guzzler Mini Trash Bag

SmartKlean
Laundry Ball

We are usually required to organize
our trash into bags for easy waste
collection. Fortunately, instead of
using single-use plastic bags, you can
now choose to use Garbage Guzzler
mini cassava trash bags for the job.

Make your laundry care healthy,
economical and sustainable! One
SmartKlean® Laundry Ball is
reusable for 365 loads and replaces
approximately 25-30 laundry
products per year.
It replaces laundry detergent, fabric
softeners and dryer sheets. Using
bio ceramic beads and magnets,
plus light agitation, it effectively
cleans fabrics by enhancing water's
natural cleansing capabilities. No
chemicals or suds needed!

100% Compostable; Made of Cassava

20 bags per roll

Variants: Mint, Slate

SRP: Php 330

SRP: Php 2500

Cleaning
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MNL Grow Kits
Plant Kit

MNL Grow Kits
Duo Kit

A simple box that has everything you
need to start growing your own little
plant. 

Variants: Basil, Arugula, Eggplant,
Sunflower, Zinnia, Chives, Hot Pepper,
Patola, Marigold, Tomato, Parsley

A simple box that has everything you
need to start growing your own little
plant. In this duo kit, you can choose
from a variety of plant combos such
as Eggplant and Tomato, Sunflower
and Zinnia, Basil and Chives, and
many more! Check our website for
the full assortment 

SRP: Php 180. 

SRP: Php 320

Gardening
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Greenspace
Bokashi Compost Kit

Composting in your urban home doesn't
have to be difficult. Through our starter
kit, be empowered to create your own
compost. Each kit comes with bokashi
bran

Variants: Double Kit (20Lx2), 
Standard Kit (20L), Mini Kit (16L)

SRP: starts at Php 1250

Greenspace
Bokashi Bran

Bokashi composting is a process of
fermentation that is able to quickly
convert food waste into productive
compost. The microbes, yeast and
fungi developed in the 2-3 week
process are key in building a healthy
soil structure.Use this bran as feeder
for the kits above

Variants: Jar (1.2kg), Bag (1kg)

SRP: starts at Php 90

Gardening
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Stasher
Sandwich Bag

Zippies
Stand-up Reusable Bags 

This Stasher bag makes the perfect
reusable sous vide bag or toiletries
container - it's up to you! It's made of
100% pure platinum silicone and is
durable like no other! Chuck it from
freezer to oven with no worries.

 These bags are so versatile and
sturdy! Use it to store your food,
make-up, accessories or clothes.
You won't have any reason to use
single-use plastic again. Woohoo!

Not microwaveable and freezer
use it not encouraged. 

Comes in sets of 3

Variants:
Comes in Snack Size, and Half Gallon Size

SRP: starts at Php 780

Variants:
32oz, 64oz, 196oz

SRP: starts at Php 300

Kitchenware
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Loop
Sisal Ring Brush

The Kuzco is great for accessing and
scrubbing corners and narrow niches. Its
ring-like handle allows for a variety of
grips. 
The Kuzco Ring Brush is part of Sip PH's
"Emperor's New Cleaning Crew" - a line
of cleaning tools with bamboo bodies
and sisal bristles, making it a
biodegradable alternative to
conventional plastic cleaning products.

Also available: Pot Brush

SRP: Php 250
Bulk Rate:  Php 175

Loop
Sisal Long Handle Brush

The Yzma is great for comfortably
scrubbing deep and narrow pockets. It
also has an available head
replacement for once the bristles are
worn out.
The Yzma Long Handle Brush is part of
Sip PH's "Emperor's New Cleaning
Crew" - a line of cleaning tools with
bamboo bodies and sisal bristles,
making it a biodegradable alternative
to conventional plastic cleaning
products.

SRP: Php 300
Bulk Rate: Php 210

Kitchenware
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EcoSwitch Shop
Coconut Husk Infinity Scrubber

Help clean your home and the
environment with this multi-use
cleaner. Proudly made in the
Philippines.

SRP: Php 120

Kitchenware

Pyur Tea
Glass Tube Tea Infuser

Transparent tea infuser suitable for
filtering loose leaf tea. 
Perfect for individual use or for
brewing.

SRP: Php 280
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EcoSwitch Shop
Coconut Husk Botte Brush

Tidy-up your bottles and other narrow
containers with this natural brush.

Variants: Small, Large

SRP: starts at Php 120



Keeping Coffee
Reusable Coffee Filter

Made of 304 micron Food Grade
stainless steel mesh, delicately designed
and manufactured only to enjoy coffee
while reducing your carbon footprint.

Suitable to Chemex, Hario, Pour over
Drippers, Bodum, Coffee Cup, Tumbler,
Coffee Makers, and Mug.
Variants: Cone Bottom, Flat Bottom

SRP: Php 395

Keeping Coffee
Coffee Dripper

Silicone coffee dripper allows you
worry-free coffee making.
Unbreakable and not fragile.

Variants: Forest, Midnight, Lava

SRP: Php 495

Kitchenware
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Brewnito
Nito Coffee Dripper

Zippies
Earth Sponge Reusable Paper 
Towel (Set of 4)

Brewnito is a coffee accessory for
brewing coffee. It is an eco-friendly,
biodegradable coffee dripper made
out of "nito". Raw materials like nito
grass and thick, dried forest vines are
laced in a circular motion that results
to an intricate pattern. These coffee
drippers are made by local basket
weavers in Palompon, Leyte.

A portion of the profit will go to its
partnered organization: Project
MOCEAN

An eco-friendly alternative to
paper towels, sponges and rags.
Earth Sponge Cloth Towels are
made from natural cotton and
wood-based cellulose pulp. They
are soft and non-abrasive. They
are fast drying which minimizes
bacterial growth and prevent
unpleasant smell. One Earth
Sponge Cloth Towel is equivalent
to using 15 rolls of regular paper
towels. Simply wash and rinse
after each use and let them air
dry. Wash up to more than 100
times. 

SRP: Php 395

SRP: Php 450
Bulk Rate: Php 337.50

Kitchenware
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Stasher
Stand-up Silicone Bag

Stasher claims that this is the most
"upstanding citizen" in the Stasher
lineup and we have to agree. Great for
organizing beans, spices, grains, and
other items whether on countertop or in
kitchen drawers. Can also be used to
slosh-proof your soups. 

Variants: 56oz, 104oz

SRP: Php 1160

Stasher
Pocket SIlicone Bags (Set of 2)

This nifty palm-sized and air-tight
pouch is suited for your small
valuables. Made translucent on both
sides for added discretion. In one
pack, you get two pocket-sized
pouches - one (1) clear and one (1)
aqua. 

SRP: Php 700

Storage
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Zippies
Flat Reusable Bags

Zippies
Lidz Reusable Silicone Stretch
Lids

Similar variant as the storage bag
above, but is flat-lay instead of stand-
up. 

Not microwaveable and freezer use it
not encouraged. 

Comes in sets of 3

Say goodbye to cling wrap with
Zippies Lidz! These Lidz are
perfect to keep anything from
your leftovers to your half-cut
watermelons! Made from food-
grade 100% silicone, these Lidz
create an airtight seal and are
leakproof.
Each pack contains six various
sizes. The diameters are as
follows (in inches): 2.5", 3.5", 4.5",
5.7", 6.4" and 8.2"

SRP: Php 750

SRP: Php 300

Storage
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The Good Cloth
Beeswax Wraps

Small (7" x 8")
Medium (10" x 11")
Large (13" x 14")

A natural, eco-friendly and cute
alternative to single-use plastic cling
wrap. Use it to pack a sandwich, cover a
bowl, or even wrap a gift! The Good
Cloth Co. is a social enterprise whose net
proceeds go to the mothers at the Love
to Learn Center in Kaingin 1.
Included in Basic Set:

Check Website for available designs

SRP:  Php 520

Zippies
Cotton Reusable Mesh Produce
Bag (Set of 5)

Zippies' Cotton Mesh Produce Bags
are made with fine 100% certified
organic cotton with guaranteed
reusability. Their bags can take on
heavy loads and make great storage
bags for fruits and vegetables. They
are durable, lightweight, washable,
food-grade, breathable (veggies/ fruits
lasts longer in them than in plastic
bags). Just bring them on your grocery
run and pack your fruits and veggies
directly.

Size: 12"x15"

SRP: Php 650

Storage
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Stationery &
Office Supplies
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Papel ni Juan
100% Recycled Bond Paper

Seaweed
Honeycomb Kraft Paper

100% recycled, acid-free and eco-
friendly multi-purpose bond paper
made in the Philippines!

Your eco-friendly alternative to plastic
bubble wrap. Layer on to protect fragile
items for transit.

70GSM; 500 sheets per ream

Variants:
Short: Php 160
A4: Php 170
Long: Php 190

50cm x 100m (stretched)

Variants:
Brown
White
Black

SRP: Php 1249
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Idle Artikle
2023 Mini Desk Calendar

Idle Artikle's 2023 mini desk calendar
was crafted to become an essential, yet
unique, addition to your space. The
calendar itself was designed simply to
easily refer to the dates, and was printed
on card stock paper so each month card
could stand alone on the block. Slot in
one card per month for a slanted look or
the full stack for a more upright position. 

Variants (Wood Color): 
Black, Lavender, Natural

SRP: Php 490

Sip
Seaweed Mailers (Pack of 30)

Your eco-friendly alternative to
structured plastic mailers is here! It
contains a layer of our Seaweed
(paper bubble-wrap alternative) in
between the outer and inner lining for
added protection and cushioning for
your items during transit.

Small - 6 x 10 inches
Medium -   8 x 12 inches
Large - 12 x 14 inches'

Variants:

Bulk Rates: Starts at Php 234
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https://loopstore.ph/collections/best-sellers/products/seaweed-protective-honeycomb-kraft-wrapper


Rocketbook
Core Smart Notebook

Rocketbook
Fusion Smart Notebook

The Rocketbook Core notebook
provides a classic pen and paper
experience, yet is built for the digital
age. Although it feels like a traditional
notebook, the Core is endlessly
reusable and connected to all of your
favorite cloud services

The Rocketbook Fusion is
designed for every classroom,
office, and personal mission. The
Fusion is a reusable pen and
paper notebook with seven
different page templates that
connect to your favorite cloud
services. 42 futuristic pages are
packed with calendars, to-do lists,
and notetaking layouts.

Variant:
(Color) Infinity Black, Neptune Teal, 
Midnight Blue
(Size) Letter, Executive
(Pages) Lined, Dotted

SRP: starts at Php 1800

Variant:
(Color) Infinity Black, Neptune Teal, 
Midnight Blue
(Size) Letter, Executive

SRP: starts at Php 2200
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Rocketbook
Mini Smart Notebook

The Rocketbook Mini notebook provides
a classic pen and paper experience, yet
is built for the digital age. Although it
feels like a traditional pocket-sized
notebook, the Mini is endlessly reusable
and pairs with the Rocketbook app to
connect to all of your favorite cloud
servic

Size: 3.5" x 5.2"
48 pages

SRP: 900

Rocketbook
Cloud Cards (Set of 40)

Rocketbook Cloud Cards are reusable
index cards built for the digital age.
Like all other index cards, these are 3”
x 5”. Unlike all other index cards,
Cloud Cards work with the Rocketbook
app to be automatically turned into a
digital pop-quiz for late night learning
or practicing a presentation.

SRP: Php 900
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Croco Tape
Kraft Tape

 A compostable adhesive tape
made out of unbleached kraft.

50 yards long

Variants:
1-inch
2-inch

SRP:
1-inch - Php 139
2-inch - Php 209
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Pet
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100% Compostable Cassava
Poop Bag

Kinko
Compostable Kitty Litter

It is our duty as responsible pawrents
to pick-up after our own, and, with the
help of Scoopy Poo cassava poop
bags, we can do that while also being
mindful of our ecological pawprint. 

Cat lovers rejoice, for what KinKo
ended up creating is an all-
natural, safe, no-compromise
timber for even the most
discerning cats. Made of assorted
woods and upcycled rice hull,
Timber Kitty is 100% natural,
double kiln dried, and
biodegradable. 

25 Bags per Roll

SRP: Php 260

14 Liters / 8kg

SRP: Php 600
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Kinko
Pet Bath Cubes

Short of reinventing the wheel, KinKo left
no stone unturned as they
philosophized the ideal shampoo. They
scrutinized everything - from pH levels
to finding the perfect lather ratio - every
decision was deliberate and
meticulously selected. 

Variants: Rose, Vitamin, Soothe, Clay

SRP: Php 250

Fetch!
Neem Leave-On Rinse

Fetch's Neem Leave-On Rinse is made
with 100% Neem extract, aloe vera,
and lavender to freshen up your pup’s
coat, soothe hot spots and wounds,
and keep creepy-crawlies away. Spray
it on in between baths, after your visit
to the vet, or before your afternoon
walks.

Variants: 250mL, Sprayer Set
Also Available: Neem Shampoo

SRP: Starts at Php 249
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Fetch!
Pet Urine Remover

Fetch!
Pet Potty Training Spray

Fetch's Natural Persimmon Pet Urine
Remover contains persimmon extract
that removes (not cover up!) the
source of bad odors, as well as citric
and malic acid from fruits that is able
to break down the ammonia in dog's
urine and the felinine in cat's urine.
Perfect for those with new puppies,
those deodorizing litter boxes, or
those dealing with male dogs that just
love to mark their territory

Fetch's Pet Potty Training Spray is
perfect for first time pet parents
who need help in potty training
their puppy but would like to use
something that's safe for their
furbaby too. The product contains
urea (no, not urine) a compound
found in urine to signal to puppies
that "yes, this is a safe pee zone".
What's great about it is that
puppies can smell the urea but
the product is fragrance free for
humans. 

SRP:  Php 320

SRP: Php 245

Papel ni Juan
100% Recycled Kraft Folder

The purrfect paw balm made with
natural non-toxic ingredients and is
absolutely safe for the precious toe
beans of your pets. Formulated to
soothe, heal and repair. No essential
oils or synthetic fragrances added.
Apply on dry paws, toe beans or gently
smooth on the nose as needed.

30g

SRP:  Php 200
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